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Abstract

Achieving consistently high levels of productivity has been a
challenge for Mars surface missions. While the rovers have
made major discoveries and dramatically increased our un-
derstanding of Mars, they often require a great deal of effort
from the operations teams and achieving mission objectives
can take longer than anticipated. Missions have begun in-
vestigating ways to enhance productivity by increasing the
amount of decision making performed onboard the rovers.
Our work focuses on the use of goal-based commanding as
a means of more productively operating rovers. In particular,
we are working on ways to convey the intent that operations
team use to conduct science campaigns to the rover so that it
can guide the rover in creating high quality plans and in iden-
tifying its own goals based on operator guidance. In addition
to informing future surface exploration missions, this work is
relevant for a wide range of applications in which operators
must interact with a robotic system with limited communica-
tion opportunities.

Introduction
Maintaining high levels of productivity for the Mars ex-
ploration rover missions is highly challenging. While the
Curiosity operations team has made significant accomplish-
ments with the rover, doing so often requires a large amount
of human effort in planning, coordinating, sequencing and
validating the development of command products for the
rover. Further, limitations in communication opportunities
and anomalies on the vehicle can cause delays in accom-
plishing the team’s objectives. These productivity chal-
lenges can result in the under-utilization of the vehicle’s re-
sources. These productivity challenges are anticipated to in-
crease as our aging fleet of sun-synchronous orbiters are re-
placed by non-sun-synchronous orbiters, which do not pro-
vide a consistent pattern of “end-of-day” downlink relays.

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been exploring op-
tions for addressing these productivity challenges including
conducting an extensive study of productivity factors in the
Mars Science Laboratory mission (Gaines et al. 2016) and
investigation into incorporating onboard activity scheduling
for the Mars 2020 mission (Benowitz 2016).
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In this paper we discuss work that is continuing the in-
vestigation into increasing the amount of decision making
performed onboard rovers for future planetary exploration
missions. In particular, we are leveraging existing technol-
ogy and developing new technology to enable rovers to be
more goal-directed, including following goals provided by
ground operations as well as identify their own goals under
the guidance of operators. We believe that this approach to
goal-directed behavior will enhance surface mission produc-
tivity in the following ways:

Reducing operator effort: A goal-based interface presents
a higher-level, more intuitive interface to rovers compared
to the current highly-detailed command sequence inter-
face. We believe that developing and validating command
products with a goal-based interface will require less time
and effort for the operations team.

Increasing rover resource utilization: The limited deci-
sion making of current rovers results in the opera-
tions team making highly conservative predictions of the
amount of resources, e.g. time and energy, required to
perform activity and results in significant amount of un-
used vehicle resources. By increasing onboard decision
making, the rover can use knowledge of current vehi-
cle resources to make more informed decisions about the
goals that can be accomplished.

Reducing reliance on ground-in-the-loop cycles:
Current operations relies on frequent interactions
with the rover to maintain high levels of productivity
in which the team assesses the rover’s latest state and
provides the detailed command products that direct the
rover in accomplishing mission objectives. In contrast, a
goal-based interface allows the team to provide objectives
to the rover with reduced knowledge of the rover’s state.
In addition, by providing appropriate guidance, the
rover is able to identify its own goals to accomplish
mission objectives, further reducing the reliance on
ground-in-the-loop contacts.

Although goal-based commanding has not been used on
planetary rovers, it is of coarse a well-established form of in-
teraction with robots and has also been used in other forms
of space missions (Muscettola et al. 1998; Chien et al. 2005).
In addition, the Opportunity and Curiosity rovers have a re-
stricted form of goal selection in which they are able to



select targets for follow-up observations based on scientist
guidance (Francis1 et al. 2016).

Our focus in this paper is providing rovers guidance on
what goals to work on when:

1. the set of proposed goals over-subscribe vehicle resources
and the planner must select a subset of goals to accom-
plish, and

2. the rover has a surplus of resource or has entered a new
area that ground operators have not yet seen and should
identify its own set of goals to pursue.

Our approach is to derive this guidance from the intent the
science team uses when developing science campaigns. We
go into more detail on campaign intent in later sections, but
in general, we view intent as specifying relationships among
goals. These relationships are used to determine the value of
including a set of goals in a plan and, in some cases, how, or
more specifically, when goals are accomplished. For exam-
ple, the science team may be interested in collecting samples
of a certain type of rock formation or performing a certain
type of observation every X meters the rover drives. In the
former case, the intent would specify the type of goal of in-
terest (sampling a formation) and the value of accomplishing
goals of this type (e.g. 2 or 3 samples is very important, ad-
ditional samples are nice but less important). The latter case
indicates a preference to periodically collect an observation
and would indicate how important it is to accomplish the
goals within a given tolerance of the indicated periodicity.

While our initial motivation for expressing campaign in-
tent was for science objectives, this type of guidance is also
relevant for many types of engineering maintenance activi-
ties performed by the rover. For example the team performs
periodic activities to monitor various rover subsystems and
dump system information. There is a cadence that must be
followed in collecting this information, but there is flexibil-
ity in the exact timing of the activity. We have found that
guidance for these engineering activities is similar to guid-
ance for science campaigns.

In the next section we provide background on rover oper-
ations to help establish context. We then describe examples
of rover science campaigns and how we derived campaign
intent from these examples. Next we describe the specific
semantics we developed to represent campaign intent and
discuss how we are using this intent as guidance to enable
the rover to generate high quality plans and identify its own
goals.

Background on MSL Mission Operations
We begin with a brief overview of some important facets of
MSL operations to provide context for the case study. This is
not a comprehensive description of MSL operations, rather a
description of some important aspects to help frame the case
study.

One of the challenges of surface missions is the degree
to which operations are impacted by a priori unknown and
changing environmental conditions. While orbital imagery
provides valuable information to guide activity, it does not
capture all the conditions that affect the rover. For example,

while orbital imagery may indicate that exploring a partic-
ular region is promising to achieve a science objective, the
specific science targets are not known until additional data
is collected from the rover itself.

As such, surface operations must be reactive and respond
to the results of activity carried out during the previous sol
(Martian day). This daily planning activity is referred to as
“tactical” operations and is patterned after the tactical oper-
ations developed for the Mars Exploration Rovers (Mishkin
et al. 2006).

MSL operations augments this tactical process with
“strategic” and “supratactical” phases (Chattopadhyay et al.
2014). Strategic planning focuses on developing long-term
plans, typically spanning weeks or months, to achieve high-
level objectives. Examples of strategic planning include the
development of strategies for exploring a large geographical
area or a high-level traverse route for reaching a distant ob-
jective. The supratactical stage provides a bridge between
the long-term strategic plan and the day-to-day, highly reac-
tive tactical process. The process is designed to coordinate
the complex science instruments and manage the constraints
and resources required to conduct campaigns.

An Example Sol in the Life of the Rover
To provide an idea of how the team operates the rover, Fig-
ure 1 illustrates an example sol of rover activity. This is an
example of a typical drive sol, derived from an actual Sol
780 command products. Following are some key aspects of
the sol.

The plan for each sol begins with an “Uplink” window in
which new commands products may be sent to the vehicle
from Earth. There are various downlink windows through-
out the sol in which the rover uses orbiter relays to send
collected data back to Earth. While there are multiple down-
link windows, certain downlinks have increased importance
based on the time that data in the relay will reach operators.
If data from a relay will reach operators by the start of the
next tactical planning shift, then they relay is termed “de-
cisional” because data from the relay can be used to make
decisions in for the rover’s next plan. Which relays are con-
sidered decisional depends on the relative timing between
Earth and Mars along with latencies in the orbiter relay pro-
cess. In Figure 1 the starred “MRO Relay” represents the
decisional relay for this sol. It is important to realize that for
this plan, only the data collected prior to this pass could be
used to inform the next plan. While the remaining data will
eventually be sent to Earth and may be used to inform future
plans, it will arrive too late to inform the next plan.

Another important aspect of Figure 1 is how the team
structures the sol into “blocks” of activity. For example,
the main portion of the rover’s day consists of a Pre-Drive
Science block, a Drive with Mid-Drive Imaging bock and a
Post-Drive Imaging block. The block structure organizes ac-
tivity into related groups and allows a “Master” sequence to
enforce timing between these major types of activity. The
latter has to do with uncertainties in predicting the dura-
tion of activity in the plan. Due to environmental conditions
such as lighting, scene content and terrain, the time to per-
form imaging and drive activities varies. The team uses the
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Figure 2: Mars activity vs. Earth planning.

block structure to ensure that if activity in one block runs
longer than expected, it can be cut off to avoid interfering
with subsequent activity. To protect against loss of data,
the team builds “Margin” into each block, to allow activi-
ties to run longer than predicted. To deal with cases where
durations exceed allocated margin, the team also sequences
“Cleanups” after each block, to ensure that any activity is
finished before the start of the next block.

Restricted Sols
The vast majority of the surface mission is conducted with
the team restricting operations to daytime hours on Earth.
The consequence is that the operations team is often out of
sync with the activity of the rover on Mars. Figure 2 illus-
trates the impact this can have on the data available to the
team during planning. In the diagram, the end-of-day relay
from the rover arrives on the ground late in the Earth day.
The team waits until the next Earth day to begin planning.
Meanwhile the rover is waking up for its next Mars day with-
out a new set of command products from Earth. By the time
the team has completed the tactical process, they must wait
for the subsequent Mars morning to uplink the products to
the vehicle.

This often limits what the team can command the vehicle
to do during the middle sol of Figure 2. If the vehicle were
allowed to make significant changes to its state, in particu-
lar driving to a new location, this would significantly limit
the types of activities the team could command on the sub-
sequent sol. These limited activity sols are referred to as
“restricted sols” because the latency of data often restricts
the type of activity the team can perform.

A similar situation arises when the team takes days off for
weekends and holidays. In these cases, the team will create
plans that span multiple sols (aka multi-sol plans). Again,
activities that result in significant changes to vehicle state
are limited since they will impact the activity that can be
done in later sols of the plan.

Given the current way in which we design and operate
rovers, restricted sols are a major detractor from mission
productivity. For example, with current surface operations,
when the rover drives to a new location it must wait for im-
agery collected at this location to be sent to Earth and for the
science and engineering teams to analyze the data and iden-
tify the specific set of activities to perform at the location to
meet their current mission objectives. If the mission is in a
restricted time period, this results in an entire sol in which
the rover waits for these new activities.

Overall, 41% of sols on the MSL mission are restricted
sols. This percentage is expected to be much higher if the
mission were to rely on a highly eccentric relay orbiter such
as the MAVEN orbiter.

Resource Prediction
An additional challenge to surface operations is that it is dif-
ficult for ground operators to predict the time and energy
that will be required to perform these activities and the con-
sequence of over-subscribing resources is severe (e.g. safing



the vehicle if energy is over-subscribed). As such, the team
makes conservative estimates which almost always results in
significantly under-utilizing available vehicle resources.

In the campaigns we analyzed in our MSL case study, we
estimated that the rover could have conducted an additional
3 to 4 hours of activity each sol of the campaigns with the
energy that went unused (Gaines et al. 2016). This would
have resulted in a dramatic increase in productivity.

Identifying Campaign Intent
The previous section described the significant loss of pro-
ductivity experienced by surface missions due to restricted
sols and the challenge predicting resource usage. Our ob-
jective in this work is to increase the autonomy of rovers
so that they can remain productive even in situations of re-
duced contact with human operators. Our approach is to
convey mission intent to the rover so that mission operators
can provide guidance to the rover even if they do not know
the specific state the rover will be in when it receives the
guidance. Further, operators will be able to provide a col-
lection of goals that have the potential for over-subscribing
available resources and let the rover select a high value sub-
set based on actual available resources.

To enable more autonomous operation of a Mars rover,
we aim to capture the intent behind activities planned for the
rover during its service of a scientific campaign. Ultimately,
the intent of all Mars rover activities is to advance our sci-
entific understanding of the planet. However, by breaking
up this larger intent into smaller, well-defined components,
we can make some of this knowledge accessible to plan-
ning software for decision making. With the intent knowl-
edge carried onboard, along with software that can use it,
the rover can be more productive during times when ground
interaction is limited.

The first step in this process is to understand the types of
science and engineering intent that drives surface missions.
We looked at several MSL campaigns in an effort to iden-
tify common relationships between planned activities and
the objectives they are meant to achieve. Specifically, we
investigated relationships that influence the inclusion or ex-
clusion of an activity, as well as relationships that influence
the timing of the included activities. From our initial inves-
tigation, we found three general types of relationships: sam-
ples of a class, temporally periodic observations, and sam-
pling based on changes in rover or environmental state. In
this section, we describe each of these types of relationships
and the MSL examples that motivate them.

Sampling from a Class
The first relation we discuss is “samples of a class”. In this
relationship the operations team has some class in mind that
they wish study and they want the rover to collect observa-
tions of examples of this class. This type of relation may be
used to identify general areas to study or it may result is the
selection of specific targets.

For example, during the Pahrump Hills Walkabout cam-
paign the team performed a reconnaissance loop with the
high level objective of studying a rock formation named
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Figure 3: Curiosity’s planned route for Pahrump Hills Walk-
about Pass 1 at start of campaign.
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Figure 4: Catabola, an example vein target (NASA/JPL-
Caltech/MSSS/LANL/CNES/IRAP/LPGNANTES/CNRS/IAS).

Murray formation, the strata recognized as lower Mount
Sharp (Stack et al. 2015). During the strategic planning
phase of this campaign, the team used imagery from the
rover to identify resistant beds and other examples of unique
rock textures that they wished to explore to develop a bet-
ter understanding of the area. Figure 3 shows these identi-
fied areas, white boxes, as well as the initial route that was
planned to visit them. These white boxes are an example of
general areas that represent samples of class (e.g. resistant
beds) the team is interested in studying.

This type of sampling from a class frequently occurs at a
more local scale. For example, the team is often interested in
studying veins that run through rocks (Nachon et al. 2015).
Figure 4 shows the Catabola target, a vein identified in im-
agery acquired following a drive on Sol 1439. On Sol 1441,
the operations commanded the rover to acquire the corre-
sponding Mastcam and ChemCam data which resulted in
the detection of high levels of boron (Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory Press Release 2016a). Notice that although the imagery
containing Catabola was first collected on Sol 1439, it was
not until Sol 1441 that the follow-up observations were col-
lected. This is because the team was in restricted sols during
this time and the rover spent Sol 1440 collecting untargeted
observations without ground interaction.

Figure 5 shows another example of sampling from a class.
In this case, the team identified two targets that were good
examples of light-toned rocks, Elk and Lamoose. These



Figure 5: Navcam image taken after the Sol 991 drive, show-
ing the Elk and Lamoose targets.

turned out to be particularly interesting targets as follow-up
observations indicated they contained high levels of silica.
The study of the high-silica targets lead to the conclusion
that the introduction of silica represented one of the most
recent water-rock interactions observed in Gale crater (Fry-
denvang et al. 2016). The data would also contribute to the
study of the subsequently visited Bridger Basin area (Gasda
et al. 2016).

In each of these examples, there are typically several in-
stances that would serve as examples of a class. Given the
limited time and resources available as well as other objec-
tives the team has, the operations team must select a subset
of candidate targets to perform follow-up observations. We
would like to explicitly capture this notion of sampling from
a class and allow operators to convey the value of collecting
multiple samples from the class to enable the rover to make
similar trade-offs. For example, it may be important to col-
lect at least 3 samples of a class. Additional samples are
nice to have, if additional resources are available, but with
reduced additional value.

Temporally-Periodic Sampling
Other relationships between activities result from the de-
sire to sample the Martian terrain and atmosphere at regular
time intervals. These sampling intervals can determine how
many observations are needed, as well as preferences on the
temporal separations between observations. For example,
throughout the mission, a variety of periodic observations
are collected to monitor the Martian environmental condi-
tions. Example monitoring includes periodically acquiring
images of the sun at different times of day to measure at-

mospheric opacity (Mason et al. 2017). The SAM (Sample
Analysis at Mars) is used to perform period sampling of the
atmosphere with the intent to monitor the seasonal evolution
of methane in the atmosphere (Webster et al. 2015).

While our primary focus on capture intent is for increas-
ing science productivity, there are also many type of engi-
neering activities that have similar intent relationships. For
example, the team performs maintenance of different rover
subsystems and collects detailed dumps of various vehicle
telemetry on periodic cycles. The team also performs a
variety of instrument calibration activities including peri-
odic viewing of calibration targets for ChemCam (Chemi-
cal Camera), APXS (Alpha Particle X-Ray Spectrometer)
and MAHLI (Mars Hand Lens Imager) calibration targets,
to name just a few. While these maintenance activities may
consume time and resources that would otherwise be used
for immediate science, they must be considered to keep the
rover safe and healthy for future science activities.

For both science and engineering periodic activities there
is a preference on scheduling observations at a particular
cadence, but there is flexibility in deviating from a precise
interval to allow these periodic activities to be inter-mixed
with other objectives vying for the same pool of rover re-
sources. Thus, when capturing periodic intent, we want to
express the preferred period as well as how value decreases
as particular observations deviate from the preferred timing.

State-Based Sampling
The final type of intent relation we consider are requests that
are based on changes in state that occur as the rover operates
on the Martian surface. For example, as the rover traverses
across the landscape there is interest in collecting certain
types of observations including using navigation cameras
to perform clast surveys (Yingst et al. 2013) and using the
DAN (Dynamic Albedo of Neutrons) instrument to search
for signs of subsurface water (Litvak et al. 2013). Due to
the complexities of current operations practices the team is
limited to acquiring these observations at the end of drives,
which have high variance in their lengths, rather than at op-
timal distances to support systematic sampling. Part of our
objective in increasing rover autonomy is to make it easier
for the rover to perform these types of surveys closer to their
ideal locations.

In recent operations, Curiosity has been climbing Mount
Sharp to reach a layer of hematite, as seen in Figure 6. The
team is interested in performing systematic surveys along
the route in order to study variations that occur up the slope.
In this case, the sampling strategy is based on change in ele-
vation rather than strictly distance.

There are also engineering maintenance activities that
correspond to changes in rover state. It is well known that
the rover’s wheels have suffered damage during its explo-
rations. The engineering team conducts a periodic wheel
wear monitoring activity based on distance traveled (Jet
Propulsion Laboratory Press Release 2016b). The team also
has the rover perform an attitude update activity in which the
relative location of the sun is combined with accelerometer
data to update the rover’s attitude knowledge. This attitude



Figure 6: Curiosity’s planned route to reach hematite layer
(NASA/JPL-Caltech/Univ. of Arizona).

update activity is also scheduled as a function of distance
traveled.

As with temporally periodic activities, this state-based pe-
riodic activities also come with a preferred cadence with
flexibility about the actual timing.

In summary, we have reviewed several MSL science and
engineering campaigns to identify patterns of relationships
between activities and the objectives they serve. We identi-
fied three common types of relationships:

Sampling from a class: goals are selected based on how
well they exemplify a class, there is typically an increase
in value as more examples are collected, but with di-
minishing returns after a certain number of samples is
reached.

Temporally-periodic sampling: goals are selected and
scheduled based on a periodic temporal relationship, there
is typically a preference on the cadence but with some
amount of allowed flexibility in specific timing.

State-based sampling: goals are selected and scheduled
based on changes in state of the rover and/or terrain, there
is typically a preference on the cadence but with some
amount of allowed flexibility in specific sampling.

In the next section, we discuss these types in more detail,
including how they are implemented to capture intent and
enable autonomous plan generation and repair.

Expressing Campaign Intent
We define a new type of planning construct, called a Plan
Campaign, in order to guide automated planning algorithms
towards solutions that better satisfy high-level science cam-
paigns. These Plan Campaigns impose relationships be-
tween activities in the plan as a way of capturing the intent
of performing those activities. In addition, a Plan Campaign
provides an assessment of the current plan, indicating how
well it is satisfying the constraints and relationships of the

Figure 7: ASPEN classes for the three campaign types.

campaign. This satisfaction level, for example, may be de-
fined in terms of the number of activities in the plan com-
pared to the maximum requested by the Plan Campaign. A
Plan Campaign also provides a set of satisfaction methods,
which define ways that the plan might be changed to better
satisfy the campaign.

We implement three types of Plan Campaigns in the AS-
PEN planning system (Fukunaga et al. 1997), corresponding
to the most common relationships identified in the previous
section. They are:

Goal Set Campaign: activities are scheduled based on a
specific group of goals that request them. This type can
be used to implement the “Sampling from a class” rela-
tionships.

Temporal Campaign: activities are scheduled based on
temporal separation constraints. This type can be used to
implement the “Temporally periodic sampling” relation-
ships.

State-based Campaign: activities are scheduled based on
state-change separation constraints. This type can be used
to implement the “State-based sampling” relationships.

Each plan campaign type has its own definition for satis-
faction level, and its own satisfaction method. A partial class
diagram can be seen in Figure 7.

A Goal Set Campaign is a request to include in the plan
some of the goals from a predefined set, such as those to
sample a rock classification. In ASPEN, a goal is a request
for an activity with specific parameter settings. For example,
one rover goal may be to observe a particular rock at a close
distance using stereo cameras. A goal might also generate
new goals, such as when the intent is for the rover to col-
lect measurements of some rock outcrop, and the particular
location of the measurement can be generated onboard after
approaching the outcrop and acquiring more detailed images
not yet available on the ground for targeting. Each goal can
be assigned an ID to specify the goal set to which it belongs.
The Goal Set Campaign then references the same ID to re-
quest the set of goals. It also has parameters to specify the
minimum and maximum number of goals to select from the
set, which become constraints in ASPEN. The level of satis-
faction increases as more goals are added to the plan. We use
this type of Plan Campaign, for example, to capture a set of
targeted observations for the rover that may all investigate
the same type of rock formation. Multiple Goal Set Cam-
paigns could be used for different types of formations, with



each competing for time and resources in the plan. For ex-
ample, driving from one formation to another will take time
and energy, but may provide more value than additional ob-
servations at the current location.

A Temporal Campaign is a request to include activities
at regular time intervals. Again, a minimum and maximum
number of activities can be provided. This type of campaign
is very similar to the “Repeat” campaign type used to sched-
ule Rosetta science observations (Chien et al. 2015). In
addition, a minimum and maximum temporal separation is
specified and captured as an ASPEN constraint to ensure an
even sampling. Environmental monitoring, such as measur-
ing dust levels in the atmosphere, is often specified in this
way. In this case, the satisfaction level will be a function
of not only the number of activities, but how well they are
spaced.

The last, called a State-based Campaign, is the type of
campaign implemented to support sampling based on rover
state. In planning systems, state predictions are often plot-
ted on a timeline. This prediction can then be used to deter-
mine where to schedule activities that were requested by the
State-based Campaign. For example, as we include drives in
the plan, we can predict the total distance traveled along a
timeline. If a request was made to sample every 100 me-
ters, these sampling activities can be placed on the time-
line where the drive distance changes by 100m. A range
of acceptable spacings can be provided using minimum and
maximum parameters in the State-based Campaign defini-
tion. This, for example, would allow a campaign to request
samples between 90m and 110m apart. Note that the drive,
which may have been added to support a different campaign,
may need to be interrupted to perform the sampling. Again,
campaigns will compete for time and resources, and the sat-
isfaction level of each campaign can be used to make plan-
ning decisions for requested activities. As with the Temporal
Campaign, the State-based Campaign satisfaction level will
partly depend on activity spacing. In this case, however, the
spacing is driven by the change in a particular attribute of
the rover state. Requested activities can be moved along
planned state changes, or other activities can be used to ex-
plicitly change the planned state. For example, a drive could
be added solely to increase spatial sampling, if no specific
target location is provided.

All three types of Plan Campaigns have been imple-
mented as extended features in the ASPEN planning and
scheduling system. Problem-specific campaigns definitions
are specified along with activity definitions in the ASPEN
Modeling Language (AML). Once a set of campaigns have
been provided, ASPEN scheduling functions can be used to
generate campaign activities, repair campaign constraint vi-
olations, or optimize campaign satisfaction.

Using Campaign Intent

In this section, we discuss how captured campaign intent can
be used for activity planning, as well as autonomous goal
generation.

Activity Planning
One of the primary reasons for capturing and expressing
campaign intent is to provide guidance for on-board plan
generation and repair. During plan generation, the objective
is to create and schedule activities that best satisfy all cam-
paigns according to their preferences and relative priorities.
During plan repair, the objective is to change the plan to bet-
ter serve the campaigns in light of new state information.
While plan generation may be done at regular times of rel-
atively low activity (e.g. during the night), plan repair will
most likely be triggered during execution when a new plan
is needed quickly to keep the rover busy. We describe the
algorithms implemented for generating and repairing plans
based on a set of input campaigns that have been expressed
in the manner discussed in the previous section.

Our approach to plan generation is based on branch-and-
bound search. Here, various options (i.e. branches) are cre-
ated from a partially generated plan, starting with the empty
plan. As they are generated, the various options are evalu-
ated and pruned based on a threshold (i.e. bound) on plan
quality. Specifically, we compute the best possible quality
of any plan that could be built from a new partial plan, and
compare this to the worst possible quality of partial plans
that have already been considered. If the new option can do
no better, then that option, and all possibilities that extend
from it, are pruned. The quality metric used for pruning is
also used to periodically sort the options under considera-
tion. After sorting, the partial plans that have the highest
potential quality are expanded first. This is often referred
to as “best-first” search. Quality of a partial plan is based
on the level of satisfaction for the prioritized set of cam-
paigns. Finally, after being selected, a partial plan is ex-
panded forward in time. For periodic campaigns (Tempo-
ral and State-based), this means that the earliest activity is
added first, while the next expansion will schedule the next
activity based on the campaign separation constraint. For
non-periodic campaigns (Goal Set), the partial plan is ex-
panded multiple times, one for each goal scheduled to occur
after the periodic activities scheduled so far. In the end, the
search will evaluate all possible combinations of including
or excluding campaign activities, as well as all possible or-
derings of those included.

While this can be time-intensive, it is guaranteed to find
the optimal plan as defined by the campaign preferences and
priorities. Further, a time limit can be placed on the search,
to ensure that a plan is returned in a timely manner. Al-
though this may not be a globally optimal plan, it will enable
the rover to continue to be productive, and can be adjusted
by more time-efficient repair strategies.

For plan repair, we use a greedy, local search algorithm
to make fast improvements to the plan (Rabideau, Engel-
hardt, and Chien 2000). This algorithm can be run itera-
tively as the plan executes and new state information is re-
ceived. On each iteration, the campaigns and their prefer-
ences are evaluated. From this, one preference is greedily
selected based on its prioritized contribution to plan qual-
ity. An example might be a pair of activities occurring hours
apart that are contributing to a high-priority campaign that
is requesting periodic activities with a one hour separation.
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Figure 8: Example generated plan illustrating a long-range drive objective that was split up to support two different types of
campaign objectives.

Once a poor-performing preferences is selected, an attempt
is made to modify the plan to better satisfy the preference.
For the periodic example, this would simply mean moving
one of the activities closer to the other. As another example,
consider a state-based campaign that is requesting observa-
tions every 100 meters as the rover drives. If a drive takes
longer than expected, future observations can be postponed
to better match the 100m separation preference. While local
improvements to quality issues may be sub-optimal, the re-
sponse time can be much shorter, making this method more
suitable during execution.

Figure 8 shows an example plan generated by our system.
The planning model is derived from the activity model used
for MSL rover operations and includes important aspects of
the mission such as science activities, communication win-
dows and device heating. The example illustrates how the
plan generator uses provided campaign relationships to co-
ordinate rover activity.

For this example, the rover was given a long range drive
objective along with two different campaign relationships:
acquire environmental tau (atmospheric opacity measure-
ment) observations every 3 hours (Temporal Campaign) and
perform a mid-drive survey activity every 75 meters (State-
Based Campaign). The resulting plan shows the drive objec-
tive being paused at different points to support interleaving
these campaign activities.

Autonomous Goal Generation

In addition to plan generation and repair, the other use of
campaign objectives in our system is to identify new goals
for the system based on scientist guidance. This is appli-
cable in cases where the operations team does not have up
to date information of the area around the rover but want
the rover to continue performing productivity activities. As
discussed in the Background section, this situation can arise
during restricted sol phases of the mission.

A high-level campaign goal can be used to generate more
specific goals using onboard software. For example, sup-
pose scientists are interested in remote-sensing, composi-
tional measurements of a rock formation seen previously and
known to exist in a region the rover is approaching. Using
the TextureCam software (Thompson et al. 2012), scientists
can train a model to detect the rock formation using labeled
examples of the formation in previous navigation camera
images (Figure 9, left). Then, upon driving into the new
region, the rover can run TextureCam onboard to compute
a probability map of the regions most likely to contain that
rock formation (Figure 9, center). The probability map can
be used to select the best locations for measurement, as well
as the likelihood that each measurement satisfies the scien-
tific intent of measuring the rock formation (Figure 9, right).
Each measurement becomes a new goal, and the planner can
use the probability information to reason about the tradeoffs
between acting upon the various generated goals.



Figure 9: An example showing how scientists can use TextureCam to express intent to autonomously generate new goals on
board. The left image shows hand-labeled regions of a geological formation of interest. The center image shows the estimated
probabilities that regions in a new image are of the same formation, given a model trained from labels. The right image shows
the top five software-selected locations for diverse observations of the rock formation, each corresponding to a new goal for the
planning system.

Related Work
Shalin, Wales, & Bass, (2005) conducted a study of Mars
Exploration Rovers operations to design a framework for ex-
pressing the intent for observations requested by the science
teams. Their focus was the use of intent to coordinate plan-
ning among human operators and the resulting intent was not
captured in a manner that would be conducive for machine
interpretation. Our approach codifies some of the fields in
their framework in a way suitable for the rover. In partic-
ular, the authors defined a “Related Observations” field as
a way for scientists to identify relationships among differ-
ent observations, which need not be in the same plan. Our
work on campaign intent can be seen as a way of defining a
specific semantics to these types of relationships to facilitate
reasoning about these relationships by the rover.

Their framework also includes information that we agree
is essential for effective communication among operators
but that we do not currently express to the rover. For ex-
ample, the “Scientific Hypotheses” field is used to indicate
what high-level campaign objective is being accomplished
by the requested observation. We are not yet providing these
higher-level campaign objectives to the rover, though it is an
interesting area of future research.

Mali (2016) views intent as a means for a user to place
constraints on the types of plans a planner is allowed to pro-
duce such as only generating plans that have at most one
instance of a class of actions or that plans must limit the use
of a particular action. The primary role of our use of intent is
to allow the planner to assess the value of achieving a given
set of goals. However, some of our campaign intent does im-
ply constraints and preferences on how, or more specifically,
when goals are accomplished. For example, the periodic
campaign intent specifies a timing relationship among goals
and a preference on how close to comply with the desired
timing.

There are some similarities between our campaign defi-
nitions and those used for Rosetta science planning (Chien

et al. 2015). Both use campaigns to express requests for
variable-sized groups of observations with relationships and
priorities. Rosetta plans covered much longer time periods
(e.g. weeks) and required more complex temporal patterns,
such as repeating groups of observations. But observation
patterns were primarily driven by the predictable trajectory
of the spacecraft, allowing relationships to be expressed as
temporal constraints. This is not sufficient for rovers, where
many observations are dictated by the rover location and sur-
rounding terrain, and the duration of many activities cannot
be accurately predicted. State-based and goal set relation-
ships more accurately represent some of the science intent
found on surface missions.

There have been a variety of autonomous science systems
deployed or proposed for rovers include AEGIS system run-
ning on the Opportunity and Curiosity rovers (Francis1 et al.
2016), and the SARA component proposed for an ExoMars
rover (Woods et al. 2009). These systems allow the rover
to identify targets in its surroundings that match scientist-
provided criteria. The introduction of campaign relation-
ships broadens the scope of the type of guidance that sci-
entists can provide these systems, allowing scientists to ex-
press the amount of observations they would like for their
different objectives along with the relative priorities of the
high-level objectives.

The ProViScout project has similar objectives to our
work (Paar et al. 2012). ProViScout is an integrated system
to conduct planetary scouting and exploration. It includes
autonomous science capabilities to enable onboard identifi-
cation of science targets. Similar to our approach, the sys-
tem selects follow-up observations for identified targets and
submits these requests to an onboard planner to determine
if there are sufficient resources to accomplish these new ob-
jectives. The campaign intent concepts we have developed
would also be applicable to ProViScout as a way to increase
the expressivity for providing scientist intent to the rover.

There is an active area of research in intent recogni-



tion (Sukthankar et al. 2014). The general goal of this area
is to identify the objectives of other agents (human or other-
wise) from observations of the agents’ actions. In contrast,
in our work, it is acceptable for users to explicitly identify
their intent, rather than require the system to attempt to in-
fer intent. Indeed, there is interest in the operations team
to clearly document their intent for the purpose of commu-
nication among teams and as a record of what activity was
planned for the rover and why. As such, rather than try to in-
fer user intent, our objective is to increase the expressivity of
the rover’s interface in order to more closely reflect mission
intent.

Conclusions
We have discussed a formalism for encoding aspects of sci-
ence campaign intent in a manner suitable for reasoning by
a rover. Campaign intent specifies relations among goals.
These relations provide guidance to the rover to enable it to
select a high-value subset of goals to accomplish among a
set of goals that oversubscribe available resources. Further,
they provide guidance to the rover when it identifies its own
goals to work on.

We have begun implementing this campaign intent frame-
work within the ASPEN system and integrating it with a re-
search rover at JPL. Over the next years we will be conduct-
ing mission-relevant, multi-sol scenarios with the rover at
the JPL Mars Yard to evaluate its ability to support produc-
tive operations with limited ground-in-the-loop interactions.
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